
the days of 'Privoleers'
winning world chamPionshiPs
seern long gone' but in 1989 o
smnll Spcnish teern did l_ust_

thol. Alch Cathcorl looks bock
ot the leom, ernd the bike

which delivered the goods.
Photos Enilio Jininez.

ollywood couldn't have scriPted
it better. Scene One: bike-crazY
kid from Barcelona fakes elder

brother's signature on form so as to be
able to go racing at 14 Years of age
aboard Socc moped striPPed and
oreoared for competition. Scene Two:
cut'to two years later, when same kid

wins Spanish championship for such
machines, admits to his true age, and is

promptly signed up by the all-powerful
berbi team to go CP racing for them in
1987, mainly in the EuroPean
Championship, but with the odd CP

thrown in. Finishes second in his first
CP, his home 80cc event at Jerez, but
oressures of life as low man on the
totem pole in a four-rider Derbi squad

are already starting to be apparent.
ln emulating Johnny Cecotto's feat in

becoming the youngest ever world
champioi at the age of 19, with five
CP victories to his credit, Alex Criville
(pronounced Cree-vee-lay, not Criv-ill)
did more than prove that life often
imitates art, and truth is equallY
exciting as fiction. ln winning the first
world ihampionship ever achieved by
the rider of a Rotax-Powered bike,
Criville also brought'well-deserved and

in some ways overdue reward 'at world
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championship level to one of the most
influential CP chassis designers of the
past decade, Antonio Cobas, and to
one of the most dedicated and
enthusiastic sponsors anywhere in the
two-wheeled world, Jacinto Moriana,
aka 'l)'.

"We're a much smaller team than
Derbi for example, but in fact the bike
that Alex won the 1989 title on was
literally a production JJ-Cobas TB5 that
we developed during the course of the
season in such a way that any of our
customers with similar resources could
do. The bike is fundamentally no
different from any of the dozen or so
production versions we sold, so
rather than a triumph for the home
special builder, our title represents a
victory for the privateer, thanks to
Alex's riding and the engine
development talents of Eduardo Ciro."

lndeed, because exactly 20 years after
he amazed the CP world with the
performance of his single-cylinder Ossa
250 ridden by the late, great Santiago
Herrero, one of the unsung wizards of
two-stroke engine development has
alse achieved his just reward of a
world title. Giro was responsible

The TB5 is the third in the series of
125 Cobas designs, which began in
1987 with a version built to
accommodate both the old MBA twifl-
cylinder engine and the then new, but
as it turned out completely disastrous,
single-cylinder motor from the ltalian
company. For 1988, Cobas turned to
the new kart-derived Rotax engine -
logical, really, given his close
collaboration with them since 1980 in
the 250 class - and built a series of '12

custom bikes_with the Austrian
motor. But this had suffered from the
same problem as the MBA -
considerable vibration, especially at the
high engine speeds at which a disc-
valve engine like these makes its
power.

For 1989, Rotax resolved the problem
by incorporating a gear-driven balance
shaft in the new Type 128 engine, as
well as fitting a new cylinder with
revised porting offering improved
midrange performance, a different
cylinder head and 38mm flat-slide
Dell'Orto carb. Cobas revamped the
'88 chassis slightly to accommodate the
revised engine, altering the steering
geometry and rear suspension linkage
as rvell as narrowing the bike by 30mm
overall compared to its TB2
predecessor. Various other subtle
changes were also made, including a
slightly different seat and fairing
made in carbon fibre, which allowed
the weight to come down to just
66.5k9 half-dry, fitted with Forcella
Italia front forks and a White Power
rear unit in customer form.

Originally, the JJ-Cobas team had no
intention of contesting the 1989 125cc
World Championship; the TB5 had
been designed as a customer racer,
and as well as his work advising the
Minardi F1 car team and Sito Pons on
chassis set-up, Cobas was looking
forward to developing his own 250cc
V-twin CP racer which had at last
reached completion after a three-year
gestation. But Criville's sacking from the
Derbi team changed all that, and when
the decision was made to go CP racing
last season, there were only three
months before the first CP in Japan.

Accordingly, Criville's bike was very
close to standard for the first couple of
races, even using 18-inch wheels and
standard tyres to register its debut

Cathcart goes through
another set of Kushitani
boots. Testing 125s can be
expensive!
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not only for the remarkable reliability
of the Cobas's Rotax engine last season

- the only mechanical breakdown, a
piston that went in the race at Spa -
but also for extracting Honda-beating
horsepower from an over-the-counter
motor. How much? "Eduardo doesn't
deal in figures, so much as constant
improvement," says Cobas, "but we
had a little over 4obhp at the
gearbox at 12,800rpm, with maximum
revs of about 13,200rpm before the
power fell off steeply. Sometimes we
were faster, sometimes the Hondas or
the Derbi, but by the end of the
season we were very evenly matched
in terms of engine performance. All
that made the difference was the
choice of gearing and carburation on
the day - which is where Eduardo's
experience and Alex's greatly increased
sensitivity told in the end."
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victorv in Australia, before Michelin
saw the light and started supplying the
soecial 17-inch rubber - a front
crossolv and radial rear - from the
Spanish CP onwards. This required
Antonio to alter the suspension and

steerins seometry to suit, but aPart
from th"aiand the upside-down White
Power forks that became available for
the season, it was a stock TB5 chassis-

wise, but a bit heavier at 67kg.
Ciro's engine work was only slightly

more extensive, concentrating on
expanding the usable power band and

improving overall Performance.
Suiprisingly, he retained the standard
five transJer/three exhaust eight-port
Rotax cvlinder without modification,
savs Cobas, but the carb was bored
ort to 39-t and the crankcase

modified to permit a larger inlet tract
with altered rotary valves for different
port timing. Long'hours on the test bed

oroducedi new-exhaust pipe that the
ieam ended uP using in races all

season long, even thbugh Ciro brought
slightly different ones to almost every.
r"aEe fot them to try out. The standard
pistons were replaced with special

Mahle ones to give a higher
compression, rnatched by new cylinder
head inserts. A carbon fibre airbox was

carefully develoPed to oPtimise
carburation with a much bigger one
constructed out of a Renault R5 Turbo
unit, to enable the Rotax engine to run

as low as 45 degrees, Ciro's ideal
temperature rea-dingl Thafs real cool,
man. . .

These modifications raised the
standard Rotax engine's 38.5bhp output
at the gearbox to over aObhp, a figure

slightly improved still further when, like

m5st bthei Rotax teams, Ciro tried the
motor without the balance shaft fitted.
The power exPended in driving-the
shaft was thus restored, and in fact
Criville won his first CP with the bike in

this form in Australia. "But the power
gain was so small as to be insignificant
I less than 1 bhp," says Cobas.

"Refitting it not only made the bike
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The powerplant
which stopped
Honda uking a
clean sweep of
the'1989 solo
titles.

much easier and less tiring to ride, it
also qave the chassis an easier time'
We d-idn't run it like that again."
Considering that broken engine mounts

were a freduent problem on the'88 JJ-

Cobas TB2. as with other Rotax-
oowered bikes before the
talance shaft was fitted, this was
orobablv iust as well, but the vibration
also affected the carburation at high

rpm as well, making the decision an

even more logical one' "Once we saw

how competiive we were in Australia,
our oolicv from then on was to take as

few'risks'as possible mechanically,"
exolains Cobas. "We had to make sure

tnit tn" bike would finish the race, and

that meant sacrificing Possible
oerformance gains if we weren't
completely cdrtain of their reliability"'
To finish first, you must first finish, as

the old racing axiom has it -
somethinq th;t Derbi, on the
mechanicll front, and Cianola from a

riding standPoint, seemed to have

forgotten in 1989 . . .

It was this policy which Prevented
Criville from racing at the first 1989
European CP, at Jerez in April, with the
most significant engine modification
Rotax clme up with during the course
of the season. This was an electronic
oower-valve, controlled Japanese-style
bif tn" rev-counter by a pair of cables
and a small Ni-Cad powered electric
motor in the nose of the fairing, which
replaced the pneumatic power-valve
triditionallv used on the Austrian firm's

CP engined since the mid-80s. This

n"ue ,ior" precise control over the
Soeration oi the valve and slightly
improved midrange performance as a

result - but Cobas didn't race with it
till two races later in Cermany (which
Alex also won, just as in SPain), bY

which time they'd tested its reliability
to Ciro's satisfaction.

Similarly, the team emPloYed the
same standard Rotax digital ignition
system, offering a choice of four
different pre-programmed curves, all

season, rather than risk the more
sophisticated - but unProven -
computerised system sPeciallY
developed for them in SPain bY

Motopiat. This offered an infinite
choice of curves by means of a Pre-
programmable microchiP. This has

been found to offer suPerior Power
delivery in testing but was never
actually raced.
RIDING
Having ridden both AsPar's title-
winniig 125 Derbi and Cianola's Honda
runner-up the Previous season, I
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C{UM
thousht I had a Pretry good
orecSnceived idea what Criville's'89 JJ-

bobas world champion would be like'

The JJ-Cobas is a sort of super-Honda, 
.

botl"Lin terms of its power delivery and

riJing position: it fe6ls well-balanced
and ilmost spacious - if you can.use

that term for'such a tinY bike, with
onlv a 1270mm wheelbase! Moreover,
U"iuut" the TB5 offers such a neutral

oosture, it's less tiring to ride hard for

iny length of time, and esPeciallY,a

45-minute CP, because You have less

bodv weight on Your arms and

shorjlders-- an old grlpe of mine about
Cobas designs and certainly a factor on

the Derbi.
The result is a bike that is not only

extremelv effective, as determined b.y

is iiti**inning expH""c iast season, but

a whole lot of fun to or;ie: ifs
predictable, smooth and fo.rgiving, a

bike that seems to resPond to Your
thoueht orocesses almost before

vou;iL issued them, yet can give a light

lluo on the wrist to itop you exceeding

either is or - more likely, in my case-

- vour own limits. The high degree ot

sensitivitv offered by the White Power

irwerted front forks'sent a message that

the chassis relayed faithfully: all the

rider needs to do is act on information
received. Don't take your phone off the

hook!
lfs the same story at the rear, where

Cobas' rising-rate rear suspension has a

orecision and sense of control
iompletely missing from the Honda's

crud'er cantilever rear end. Alex felt
after a couple of laps before I got on

board that the rear White Power was

i"iup too stiff for the bumPY track
but mv extra weight made the
difference and it performed superbly
around Jarama's switchback course'

The sinele 280mm front steel lanzani
disc. matihed to a four-piston Brembo

caliper, gave amPle braking
oe*ormince even with mY extra
weieht aboard - so much so that once

I sta"rted to get brave it was all too

"uiu 
to lift t"he back wheel if I grabbed

too'hard, too late, especially at Bugatti

where the downhill aPProach onlY

BO
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exacerbated matters. The TB5 JJ-Cobas
is fitted with a pro-squat linkage at the
rear, so that by not only using the rear

180mm Zanzani alloy brake instead ot
resarding it as a cosmetic adornment,
bu"t doin'e so fractionally before you

soueezeihe front brake lever, you load

up the rear suspension and minimise
forward weight transfer.

Of course, all that's easY for me to
sav. and even possible for me to do at

about g0 percent o{ Alex Criville's title-
winning pace: it's that last 10 percent

tha(s most important, or even actually
the last two Percent because that's

certainly what enabled Alex to smoke

the opposition when it mattered last

season. ln Sweden, and again in

Czecho, he found himself embroiled in

He simPIY rode rings
around the oPPosition in

the corners, two'wheel
drifting like a sPeedway .

rtder, bit with the perfectlY
set-up susPension of the ll-

Cobas working to
martmum effect beneath

him

do-or-die battles that had strong men

i"uinin* for the smelling salts' Deciding

that thii was becoming altogether too

fraught, the 19-year old veteran simply

;.pp.ja his lap times bY a second and

rttutth"d out i lead over his rivals in

spite of, as was clearlY the case in

Sweden, having a distinct toP sPeed

disadvantage.
He simplY rode rings round the

oooosiii6n'in the coiners, two-wheel
Jiiftte like a speedway rider, but with

the pe-rfectly set-up suspension ot the

JJ-C6bas working to maximum eftect
-beneath 

him. Again, at.lerez, it was

oossible to see ihe little Cobas almost
ii;;ii;B over the bumPs of one of the

most dTemanding circuits in the CP

;"6;J; - whilE his Derbi and Honda

r"nountua rivals struggled to control
their leaPing, twisting machines'
Anytime someone can lower lap times

bv a whole wvo seconds in a single

iduion, as was the case with Criville at

Jerez compared to Aspar's lap record

of '88, vou know something sPecial is

happening - especially when engine

outputs hlve remained almost constant

in the meantime.
Having said that, the Jj-Cobas's Rotax

engine offers a big increase in

rid6ability compared to the Derbi,
rivalling bianola's Honda in terms o{
toroue"- not usuallY a word used

abolt a 125 singlel - and flexibility.
The carburation is perfectly set up, a

tribute to the long hours spent by Ciro
on his dyno, and ihe engine Pu.lls
smoothli from 8000rPm uP to. just

over 13,b00rpm in a manner that
completely belies its rotary-valve
nature. The power valve is obviously
responsible ior this degree of flexibility,
but unlike on 250 engines l've ridden
fined with the same Porting and

Rota-(s pneumatic exhaust valve, the
Cobas doesn't have a steP in the
power band around '10,500rPm when
the valve is fully oPen (or closed,
depending how You look at it)',

lnstead, there's a completely smooth
transition which is presumably due to
the more refined oPeration of the
electronically<ontrolled system. The
advantaee of such a PunchY motor
becomei apparent when you tackle the

hill behind the pits at Jarama, for . .

examole. with the gearing fitted, I had

a choice of rewing it hard in third, in
which case l'd hit the 13,0qrP*
rJtin" just as I crested the hill under
the bridee and not only had the front
wheel oYf the ground as I did so but
more importantly had to change up at

an inconvenient moment while trying
to avoid running off the edge of the
track as well as coPe with the mini-

wheelie. Better instead to short-shift
into fourth at about 10,500, then let
the engine's strong midrange Power
carry y"ou up the till before grabbing

fifth'appreciably sooner for the run up

to La Ceiga. The smooth and torqueY

delivery df the Ciro-modified Rotax

engine'is all-important in a situation like

this.

Mind vou, had I been the bike's

,"nulur. iockev rather than Alex - well,
wE can'all dr'eam! - I could have

oolJ to change the gearbox's internal

ratios to obtain a set of ratios more
suited to my needs. The cassette-type
ciustet ls reidlly accessible thanks to
the plate on the right side of the

itunt.ut" behind ihe sprocket which

unbolts to allow it to be removed'
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Rotax offer a huge choice of ratios
even as standard - seven each for first
and second gears, four for third and
three each for the top three ratios.
Even this wasn't enough for the Cobas
team, who had the Austrians make
them two extra choices for each of the
top two and bottom two ratios, as well
as an alternative primary drive ratio!

Meantime, Cobas and Moriana plan
to challenge the Japanese on another
level, this time commercially by
marketing no less than 30 customer
replicas of Criville's title-winning bike.
Having fi3i requests from
all over the world - including J.apan,
where let's not forget, the 125ic
class is the most popular
there is at national level - they're
setting up a network of distributors,
often in conjunction with Rotax as is
the case in Australia and Sweden, for
example.

Honda's domination of the '125

privateer ranks looks like being
threatened for the first time since the

advent of the singlecylinder formula -
all of which makes Antonio Cobas's
achievements all the more ironic. Not
only did his intuitive skills in chassis
development assist Sito Pons to clinch
a second successive 250cc title for

Honda in 1989, he also defeated the
best efforts of the Big H to win the 125
title for his own company! ls that what
they mean by Tit for Tat?

Alan Cathcatrt
Photos: Emilio liminez
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MAIL ORDER FORM:
1. TEE SHIRTS 5!1\LL
2. LONC SLEEVE TEE SH RTS

3. WINDCHEAIERS

4. HOODED CHINOOK ib ack

5. FLEECY SKIVEYS

r.rrorul,t I rnncr [--] x. rRnce I
SLACK l wsrrr I

on \

POSTACE &

a()qqcar= q

@ $37.95ea = $ .....................

@ $49.95ea - $.....................
@ $56.00ea = $ .. ... ..............

@ $59.95ea = $.....................
HANDLINC $ 5.OO

TOTAI $

..... PAYABLE TO: MAXIMUM SpOnfS Wfnn, ,qL,STRA,rt,A

VISA ] DINERS CLUB I
MAXIMUM SPORTS WEAR AUSTRALIA

PO. BOX 225, SAN REMO, VIC 3925

ENCLOSED IS MY CHEQUVMONEY ORDER FOR $ ......,,,
PLEASE CHARCE MY: BANKCARDT VRSTTNCENOI

tO'

SICNITURT:

EXPIRY DAIE:
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